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Thanksgivingland tells the story of a ten-year-old boy who learns the meaning of Thanksgiving
from a magic turkey.



Thanksgivingland Jay ross and, Thanksgivingland Jay ross ventura, Thanksgivingland Jay
ross facebook



Barbara Mojica, “BEFORE YOU GO TO THE MALL. This book gets children and adults
rethinking the meaning of the holidays. A young boy is dreading the Thanksgiving holiday that
will soon be here. He complains that it is boring and no fun. When his mother tells him that they
are going to the mall to do some shopping, he is elated. While she searches for Thanksgiving
necessities, he will go to the toy store and get his list together for Christmas gifts. But then he
spies giant tracks and decides to follow them.He is whisked away on a giant turkey named Todd
who drops him in Thanksgivingland. Here all the residents are eating and playing with
Thanksgiving foods. After a while, the boy is bored and searches for Todd, who is nowhere to be
found. The boy notices how all the residents are placing thank you notes in jars. He begins to
reflect on all the things he has but never notices.This book causes the reader of any age to stop
and reflect on the real message of the holidays, spending time with family and friends and
remembering to give thanks rather than to want more. The book has quirky drawings and lots of
conversational dialogue. It is an easy read, but younger readers may need some guidance to
understanding plot lines. I highly recommend the book for readers of any age. Especially
recommended for families or classroom students to share with one another.”

Jbarr5, “Land of Thanksgiving. ThanksgivinglandColorful children's book about Todd. He is not
looking forward to Thanksgiving but can't wait for Christmas.He goes to the mall with his mom
and gets sidetracked, climbs on the big turkey and they take a ride, to Thanksgivingland.Things
are a bit different there and you wonder if he will ever make it back to his home. He watches what
is going onwith gratitude jars. Silly rhyming book at times. Meaningful at other times.”

Don Kidwell, “"Then I look at the floor and see something weird.... ...Tracks - - from a giant bird, it
appears." Children's book with sing-songy rhymes similar to "The Night Before Christmas" and a
fine message about changing one's ways that reminds me some of Charles Dickens' "The
Christmas Carol." Good book overall and just in time for Thanksgiving which is now only a week
away!”

Larry D Pollard, “grannyandangel. This cute rhyming book teaches a boy how to enjoy
Thanksgiving and reminds him of all that he has to be thankful for. My five year old
granddaughter enjoyed it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Thanksgiving land!. Giving thanks gives you just what you need. Nice read
and so thankful for a Thanksgiving read with a good message.”

fortes, “PERFECT FOR KIDS AND PARENTS. Great fun read. Kids will love it and parents will
appreciate the message. Wonderful book for this grateful season. The illustrations are
outstanding!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Another winner!. I hope Todd the magic turkey visits my house again next
year. His visit and this story will become our new family tradition as a reminder to begin the
holiday season with the mind set of being thankful for what we have, not making lists of what we
want. This simple contradiction of marketing ploys is needed by many entitled Americans.
Thank you Jay Ross for putting the gratitude of life's simple blessings in the pages of this
wonderful book.”

Catherine, “Thanksgivingland is such a terrific read for kids. Thanksgivingland is such a terrific
read for kids. It's quick, it's humorous, it's meaningful. For kids wondering what the big deal is
about being with family and sharing stories, memories, fun, food and gratitude on Thanksgiving,
this book brings it all home. Jay Ross makes the point that people who have it all are not always
thankful, but people who are always thankful have it all.”

The book by Jay Ross has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 44 people have provided feedback.
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